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About This Game

■ Storyline
A man returns to his world to reclaim all he has lost

without knowing that everything has changed since he left...

■ About the game
Color Symphony 2 is a puzzle action platformer that utilizes the ambiguity of color. Try to eliminate obstacles or find new paths
by using color! This simple rule allows you to solve various problems. Color Symphony 2 will provide lots of fun with improved

controls and level designs.

■ Features
* Unique mechanics that utilizes the ambiguity of color

* Simple rules and various solutions
* Level design packed with action and puzzles
* Over 120 levels and various achievements

* Support for Steam Cloud, Leaderboards and Trading Cards
* Newly introduced elements

* Improved controls and graphics
* Optimized for gamepad

* Support for various OS including Windows, OSX, and Linux
* Support for color blindness and color weakness
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Title: Color Symphony 2
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
REMIMORY
Publisher:
REMIMORY
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2015
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color symphony 2. color symphony 2 achievement guide. color symphony 2 walkthrough. color symphony 2 achievements. color
symphony 2 download. color symphony 2 review. color symphony 2 wii u

Its a fun game i played it a lot, but the game wont save the progress. Not recommended to buy at this state at all right now. The
game stoped saving the progress Late in the game. (10.3.19). bro screw ravenwest. I haven't enjoyed a game this much in a long
time. Many games these days don't use the possibilities of digital space in very exciting ways. Forgoing the excessive realism of
many contemporary titles, this game echoes the use of space in early 3D titles like Mario 64 or later games like Shadow of the
Colossus. It feels expansive and awe inspiring in a way that has been lost to many creators, perhaps because money has become
the bigger concern. I would love to see more from the creators of this game. Specifically, more narrative, even if abstract and
open to interpretation, would be very enjoyable. hey it's kinda fun, try it out. 5min of this game
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lpWPNzGse5k

2/10 broken but good for lolz

This is a not so great Mario kart like racing game. not sure what that is?
You do laps on a race track and collect power-ups to help you or hinder your opponents.

The game has 3 modes of play, adventures: where you collect apples, go though hoops, or do a fast lap, contests: where you play
1 of 4 sets of chosen maps and the player with the most points after the last race wins, & free play: here you can play any of the
levels in contest by its self.
It has 1-4 player in local co-op and you can play as hello kitty or 9 other friends to race in cars, boats, or planes with 10 different
models for each to play in 16 levels (some of the plane ones are reused cart ones).
With powerups like cones (place on track or drag behind you), cupcakes (shoot at other racers or drag behind you), stopwatch
(slow other racers), rainbows (super boost&maybe invincibility), boosts (3 small or 1 big), & a shield.

The games not very hard and there are a few bugs like objects being a bit off the ground, your boat taking on water, and some
levels the ai will get lost.
It's not worth $20 and only good as a joke as i feel only a small child, being drunk, a youtuber, or a die hard hello kitty fan could
enjoy this.. Honestly I never even heard of this game up until the day after its release and I just happened to stumble upon a
video on youtube of someone playing it and after watching that video for about 10 min I jumped on steam and bought it. So far
it has not disapointed me in the slightest. to me it feels like a cross between FANF and Outlast. So if you enjoy those kind of
survival games I Highly Recommend this game. It will not Dissapoint. also i would like to add I've been finding it very hard I
feel like everytime i open a door or come out of hiding the big bad wolf is waiting around the next cornor lol
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Uninstalled Within 5 Minutes,
New High Score.

rid steam of this filth gaben.. 300 Beards in and yet i am not disappoint.. Simple and gets boring pretty darn quick.. Chiru best
girl. short but good. its funny :). Simple yet highly addictive gameplay. Great casual game. Very cheap well worth the money. I
bought it since it was so highly rated to see what everyone was talking about and was not dissapointed. The game looks good and
has incredible music.
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